
 
REQUIRED MATH 
 

Maintaining mathematical comprehension is also important throughout 
the summer. Parents may wish to utilize sites and apps to reinforce 
learned skills.  We trust that parents will monitor students while online 
to be certain that online safety is practiced. Below are a few websites 
and/or apps that are recommended for math practice this summer.  
 
Websites: 
https://www.splashlearn.com/ 
https://themathworksheetsite.com/ 
http://www.softschools.com/ 
https://www.coolmath4kids.com/ 
https://www.funbrain.com/ 
https://www.education.com/games/ 
 

• Count, count, count!  Use a 100 board to count.  Count so you may 
easily start anywhere and count up or down.  Count by ones, count 
by evens (start with 2 and go all the way to 100), count by odds (start 
with 1 and go to 99), count by fives, count by tens, and don’t forget 
to count back.  Write those numbers and check for any that look 
funny.  Do you have some numbers that are backwards?  Did you 
skip any?   

• Make addition sentences with toy groups in your room. 
• Ordinal number alert—Line up your favorite toys and then shout out 

the ordinal positions of your toys. 
• At the beach?  How many more broken shells are there than perfectly 

shaped shells? 
• Make a graph of toys—stuffed, soft toys AND hard toys 
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A great option for practice is Summer Bridge 
Activities bridging grades K to 1. It is less 
than $10 on Amazon. Less than 15 minutes a 
day will be great practice for upcoming first 
grade skills. 



Dear Rising 1st Grade Parents, 
 
Summer learning plays an important role in a student’s academic 
growth. Helping our students to become skilled and thoughtful learners 
is one of the most important goals we have at Gatewood School.  Like 
many things, the only way to become a better reader and learner is 
through practice.  Strong students practice reading and math daily. 
 The maintenance of skills is crucial to growth in all areas.  Listed 
below are the guidelines for Rising First Graders’ summer learning 
activities.  The purpose of our Summer Learning assignments is to 
encourage reading for pleasure; to expose students to a variety of good 
literature; to provide rich, imaginative experiences; to reinforce 
reading and writing skills; and to keep math skills consistently 
accurate and sharp.                 
Happy Reading, Journaling, and Calculating! ☺   
 
Jeff Decker, Head of School 
Kindergarten and First Grade Teachers 
 
 
 

Summer Learning Assignments are Due on the First Full 
Day of School 

 
Rising 1st Grade  

Summer Learning Requirements: 
 

REQUIRED SUMMER READING 
 
Each student entering First Grade is expected to have 
read at least twenty (20) books.  Students may read any book 
they choose; however, it is important that your child select a “just 
right” book—a book that they can understand easily and read 
smoothly. If the book is too difficult, it will not help your child’s 
reading comprehension, nor will it allow your child to improve his/her 
reading skills. We encourage you to read with your child as well and 
share the experience that a good book can bring.  
 

Please use the included “Summer Reading Log” to list the title and 
author for all books read this summer.  
   

Happy Reading J 
 

The Five Finger Rule for Readers: 
 
1. Choose a book you think you will enjoy.  
2. Read the second page.  
3. Hold up a finger for each word you are not sure of, or do not know.  
4. If there are five or more words you did not know, you should choose an 

easier book.  
 
Sight Words should be maintained.  Without consistent 
review, sight word banks are lost.  Students are expected 
to continue practice through the summer. 
 
REQUIRED JOURNAL ENTRIES 
Children entering first grade have learned many writing 
skills throughout the year. To maintain these skills, 
children are required to write 5 journal entries 
throughout the summer.  
 
Entries should:  

• be written neatly 
• include 3 good sentences with capital letters at the 

beginning and punctuation marks at the end 
• include a title 
• include an illustration 

 
Developmental Skills  
Handwriting can be improved with practice in cutting, 
tracing, and coloring in lines. Work on mastering tying 
shoes independently. Practicing responsibility by being neat, 
wiping tables, opening things, picking up and returning toys, 
and helping with folding towels helps create a citizen who 
functions well in a classroom setting. 


